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Deep in  
this. Surface high above I can knot I 
breach  
leaps and bounds. 
 
Stop. One. Stop Two. Stop. Three. Sic. 
 
Deep deep [       ]  
vault                sic                                            
 sic on the dyspneic mistake the  
erasure of space, An absence of  
can’t appear to be itself. 
                . 
 
Stroke in a stead, we mutter, rake against the edge 
tehdgethbdy we race  
the pooling,    seathing    breath.   
 
Body any water, cliff in it.  
 
|| 
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dyspnoea 
 
= 
 
ghos tbite             
 
 
 
 a non vanishing boundary term, 
 a jawing undercut 
 scent of the dogs pulling kamotiq 
  
 
out of place in time by the bay, by the bay.  
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If the experiment is to succeed, start by listing points of 
contact.  
 
1. A body plays dead in the street, the classroom, the 
strip of the hall between the river and the Rockies, and 
where she goes down in his head. 
 
A] He smells of river, he builds himself out of the whale. 
 
B] She can underwater: she say stroke, she say float. Fatty 
paddling, with snaking neck. 
 
C] I machine ocean, another held call. On your wait, you 
wake the surface. 
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3/ Malice: wafted edges in the edgeless ocean current, a 
hundred thousand needles piercing spongy drums. A broken 
undertone, a cockjabbed in an ear, making absence in a 
space not meant to hold the traces of  
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1b). We can present the case as this: (s)he was no such 
case but (s)he uncased the slit –the gills were a project 
(s)he dissected with their knife: conscious breathing a 
malice carved one line at a time. 
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4/ If sound never crumbled, the Atlantic could become 
instransigent.  
 Wh/ls would glide atop, caving in, bubble absence.  
 
D] When do your flippers become the stocks? 
 
e.1] Who will puzzle traceless in the murmur.  
 
Re: 4/ Some people like it accelerated. 
 
1c).\|/ Who will starve malice when the Wh/ls are deaf 
beachers.  
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Re:4/--- Do lungs rifle? When they fail to aim do lungs 
affect the weather? 
 
Re 1b). Through knife slit an animal such as this exists, 
(s)he knows these gill slits unbolted are a yawning. 
 
This slit science a pedagogy on breathing underwater. 
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